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Aim

• Politics of NICE

• Economic modelling of new technologies

• Reimbursement

• Issues



National Institute for Health and Care 

Excellence (NICE)

• Various competing streams converged

– Single payer National Health Service free at the point of 

use

– Pharmaceutical innovation

– Postcode [zipcode] Prescribing 

– Political impact of restricted access to treatments

– Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (PBS) in Australia 

from 1993



English National Health Service

• Highly regarded by population

• Politicians held to account



NICE Part of a Broader Separation of Politics 

and Management

• Monetary Policy Committee sets interest rates and 

other fiscal policy

• NHS England separated from Department of 

Health – responsible for service provision

• NICE allows politicians to give responsibility to 

independent experts for pharmaceutical policy



How does NICE work?

• Important treatments (drugs and devices) are 

identified through Horizon Scanning and political 

process



How does NICE work?

• Evidence Review Groups (ERGs) provide 

technical secretariat support



How does NICE work?

• Independent multidisciplinary Appraisal 

Committees make recommendations on drug 

availability in the NHS



Challenges

• First Criterion

– Does the treatment do something clinically 

worthwhile?

• Second Criterion

– How does it compare with other potential treatments

• For effectiveness?

• For cost-effectiveness?



Using Health Economics in NICE

Basic Principles of Health Economics 

Choice Based on ‘Value for Money’

Cost-Effectiveness ≠ Cost Savings



Relative Effectiveness

• Regulatory process for pharmaceuticals favours 

randomised controlled trials vs. placebo

– For good reason

• Comparative cost effectiveness requires fully 

conditional relative estimates of clinical 

effectiveness

– Comparing all relevant options even if no relevant 

randomised trials



Randomised controlled trials

“the simple act of randomisation assures the 

internal validity of the test for significance”
1935 Ronald Fisher

Fisher RA.  The design of experiments.  8th ed.  Edinburgh : Oliver & Boyd, 1966. PP21



Randomisation

Patient population

Randomisation

Intervention group Control group



Randomised trials

• Two orthogonal (e.g. independent) explanations 

for any observed difference between experimental 

groups at end of trial

– Play of chance (that was how the patients were 

allocated)

– Treatment effects



Statistical analysis of randomised trials

• Statistical analysis tells us the likelihood that 

the observed difference (or a larger difference) 

occurred by chance alone

– Implausible? 

– Then it must be the experimental treatment!



What is a Mixed Treatment Comparison 

(MTC)

• Conventional meta analyses combine trials 

making similar comparisons

• Mixed Treatment Comparisons (AKA Network 

Meta Analyses) join up the links to provide fully 

conditional estimates of effect



Mixed Treatment Comparison
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Mixed Treatment Comparison /  Network Meta 

Analysis

• Prof Karl Claxton – NICE Decision Support Unit

‘The Mixed Treatment Comparison is a 

conventional part of a submission to NICE’



Mixed Treatment Comparison - Limitations

• Requires assumption of exchangeability

• Thus no trial.treatment modifiers

• Substantial assumption that undermines 

protection of randomisation



Has NICE been a success?

• Hard to measure but…

– NICE still around

– Methods modified and developed over time

– More important outside UK than in?



Has NICE been a success?

• Hard to measure but…

– Failed in bid to become responsible for pricing

• Value based pricing

– Undermined by Cancer Drug Fund

• But Cancer Drug Fund failed and rescheduled under NICE 

control

– But still around…



Take Home Message

• NICE not the only model

– Eg Scottish Medicines Consortium does similar job with 

fewer resources

• Health systems require some mechanism to 

prioritise access to pharmaceuticals and other 

treatments
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